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Students back on campus – to some extent 
The autumn semester has begun and teaching on campus has 
started off according to plan, both at BMC and the Rudbeck 
Lab. The general impression is that there are relatively few 
students present and that there is a good compliance with the 
regulations. 
At IGP, the undergraduate education administration staff 
have been very busy preparing for the semester and receiving 
students on campus. 

“Compared to a normal September there are fewer students 
on the premises and it works quite well. We have for instance 
scheduled the breaks for lectures in the Rudbeck Hall to other 
times compared to activities in other rooms, to limit crowding 
outside the rooms,” says Johanna Söderlund, course adminis-
trator at IGP. 

However, there are also obstacles and the administrators spend 
a lot of time organising schedules and answering questions from 
the students. 

“It’s more complicated to make schedules now, compared to the 
spring, since teaching is both on site and online. We also have 
access to fewer labs. In addition, it seems like the students are 
more stressed than usual and we get a lot of e-mails, especially 
from students participating on Zoom,” says Johanna Söderlund. 

From the Head of Department 
As Head of Department, I believe that we should constantly 
strive to improve the way we organise IGP, to meet current and 
future needs in science, education and interactions with society 
at large. Firstly, we have now assembled the steering documents 
that govern IGP into one Rules of Procedure document (Arbets-
ordning in Swedish), to further increase clarity and transparency 
in decision making and responsibility. 

Secondly, we are compiling data on our 52 research groups and 
9 research programmes to inform and stimulate discussions in 
the Scientifc Council, the Department Board and all of IGP on 
the future structure and directions of research at the depart-
ment. Finally, while I eagerly anticipate  
interacting with all of you in physical  
meetings, we will in the meantime reach  
out for your input on how we should 
organise the meetings and forums at IGP 
to best meet the needs going forward  
post-COVID-19. 

The Rudbeck 
seminar series starts 
During the autumn the presenta-
tions will primarily be held for the 
audience in the lecture hall. There 
is also a possibility to follow the 
talks online, but Zoom quality 
may be suboptimal and you are 
encouraged to come in person. 
See the IGP web for the seminar 
programme. 

Discuss Medfarm’s mission, 
goals and strategies 
All staff and students are invited 
to workshops on 5 and 6 October, 
where everyone will have a 
chance to infuence the future of 
the Disciplinary Domain of Medi-
cine and Pharmacy. 
Invitation and registration. 

Biobank Sweden 
granted SEK 10 million 
The national research infrastruc-
ture Biobank Sweden has been 
granted SEK 10 million from 
the Swedish Research Council 
to coordinate the collection and 
accessibility of samples related to 
COVID-19. 

Bo Nilsson receives 
Swedish Research Council 
grant 
He has been awarded SEK 1.77 
million to study the innate 
immune response in COVID-19. 

New faces at 
the administration 
Since the beginning of September, 
Ramona Sörlin is working as HR 
generalist and Anders Holm has 
taken on the position as coordi-
nator, management support, at the 
IGP Administration. 

https://www.igp.uu.se/Seminars/
https://www.medfarm.uu.se/vision-medfarm/



